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Abstract Recovery from incompletely water-wet frac-
tured reservoirs can be extremely low. A reason for the
low recovery is related to wetting issues, whereas the rea-
son for slow recovery can be the non-equilibrium behavior
of capillary pressure. One of the non-equilibrium theo-
ries is developed by Barenblatt et al. and it modifies both
capillary pressure and relative permeabilities. The other
theory is developed by Hassanizadeh et al. and it only
deals with non-equilibrium effects for capillary pres-
sure. To incorporate non-equilibrium in larger-scale
problems, we apply homogenization to derive an up-
scaled model for fractured reservoirs in which the non-
equilibrium effects are included. We formulate a fully
implicit three-dimensional upscaled numerical model.
Furthermore, we develop a computationally efficient
numerical approach to solve the upscaled model. We
use simulations to determine the range of delay times
and capillary-damping coefficients for which discern-
able effects occur in terms of oil recovery. It is shown
that at low Peclet numbers, i.e., when the residence
time of the fluids in the fracture is long with respect to
the imbibition time, incorporation of delay times of the
order of few months have no significant effect on the oil
recovery. However, when the Peclet number is large,
the delay times reduce the rate of oil recovery. We
discuss for which values of the delay time (Barenblatt)
and capillary-damping coefficient (Hassanizadeh), sig-
nificant delays in oil production occur.
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1 Introduction

Fractured hydrocarbon reservoirs provide over 20%
of the world’s oil reserves and production [16, 41].
Virtually, all reservoirs contain at least some natural
fractures [1, 32]. However, from the point of view of
reservoir modeling, a fractured reservoir is defined as
a reservoir in which naturally occurring fractures have
a significant effect on fluid flow [42–46]. We only con-
sider reservoirs where fluid flow occurs predominantly
in a connected-fracture network and do not consider the
case of limited connectivity and cases in which fractures
act as a barrier to fluid flow. Fractured-reservoir sim-
ulations completely differ from conventional-reservoir
simulations. The challenge of upscaling is to give an
accurate representation of the interaction between frac-
tures and matrix blocks.

Many geological situations lead to some type of
fractured reservoirs [1, 32]. From the geological point
of view, fractured reservoirs can exhibit a number of
topologically different configurations. These are reser-
voirs built from (1) matrix blocks that are bounded by
fracture planes in all directions (totally fractured reser-
voirs, TFRs, or sugar cubes), (2) matrix blocks that are
bounded only by more or less vertical fracture planes
(vertically fractured reservoirs, VFRs), and (3) matrix
blocks that form a connected domain interdispersed
with fractures (partially fractured reservoirs, PFRs).
Horizontal fractures in the sugar-cube model have a
zero or relatively narrow aperture to reflect maximum
closure of fractures normal to the maximum component
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of burial stress, which is usually vertical [32], except
in shallow hydrology applications [12, 64]. The sugar
cube model can still be relevant when the two fracture
sets are oblique leading to horizontal columns. If these
columns are intersected by a third vertical fracture set,
matrix blocks can occur that are bounded by three
fracture planes [15, 57]. In the VFR configuration, the
top and bottom of the columns are bounded by the
impermeable cap- and base-rock.

The current literature in the petroleum community
dealing with flow in fractured reservoirs is largely
confined to topological equivalents of the sugar-cube
model, i.e., the matrix blocks are surrounded by frac-
tures from all sides [2, 3, 8, 26, 27, 48, 53, 61]. However,
the VFR (aggregated-column) model is topologically
different because it is not connected to the fracture
network through the top and bottom of the matrix
column. To our knowledge, the current reservoir sim-
ulators have no option to deal with this situation and
this is another innovative aspect of this contribution.
The novel feature of the upscaled-VFR model is that,
for example, fluid may enter the matrix column at one
height, travel downward for some time, and then re-
enter the fractures at a lower height.

In fractured reservoirs, capillary forces, leading to
counter-current or co-current imbibition [11, 22, 25,
36, 40], are the main drivers for waterdrive recovery
from the matrix blocks [16]. Reservoir wettability and
its effect on oil recovery have been the subject of
numerous studies [4, 18, 30, 49, 56]. However, these
studies address drainage and imbibition behavior on
a laboratory scale, which describe only one facet of
multiphase flow in fractured reservoirs. Experimental
evidence [14, 34, 35, 51, 52, 54, 56, 58, 59, 63] supports
a more general description of capillary pressure and
relative permeability functions, which includes a non-
equilibrium effect. Reservoir interpretation that does
not recognize the potential for reduced recovery be-
cause of non-equilibrium effects may lead to an over-
estimation of the recovery. The concept of the non-
equilibrium effect was first introduced by Barenblatt
and his colleagues [6, 7, 9, 10]. It is equivalent to
an alternative formulation introduced by Hassanizadeh
and Gray [19, 20] and Pavone [33].

In our previous paper [45], we have derived an up-
scaled model for vertically fractured reservoirs without
including the non-equilibrium effects. In this work, we
extend our previous work [45] on upscaling water-
drive recovery in fractured reservoirs to include non-
equilibrium effects in capillary pressures and rela-
tive permeabilities. We follow both the formulation
by Barenblatt, which has been worked out for both
capillary-pressure and relative-permeability functions,

and the approach by Hassanizadeh, which only includes
capillary pressure. To examine for which values of the
parameters non-equilibrium effects have a significant
effect on larger-scale problems, we construct an up-
scaled model in which the non-equilibrium effects are
included for the matrix columns. We use simulations
to determine the range of delay times and capillary
damping coefficients that have discernable effects on
oil recovery.

The objective of this paper is (1) the construction
of an upscaled model in which the non-equilibrium
effects are included; (2) comparison of Barenblatt’s and
Hassanizadeh’s approach for non-equilibrium capillary
pressures in upscaled waterdrive recovery from frac-
tured reservoirs on the field scale; (3) development of
an efficient fully implicit numerical method solving the
upscaled equations; and (4) quantifying conditions for
which non-equilibrium capillary-pressure effects deter-
mine the recovery behavior.

The paper is organized as follows: first, we briefly
describe the physical model and the topological
configuration for vertically fractured reservoirs. Next,
we explain the theory of non-equilibrium effects in two-
phase flow. Thirdly, we elucidate the upscaled model.
Subsequently, we derive the fully implicit numerical
scheme. After that, we introduce the Peclet number
to distinguish two different regimes and consider the
effect of gravity. Then, we provide numerical simula-
tions at the field scale to study the mechanisms men-
tioned above. Finally, we summarize our findings in the
conclusions Section.

2 Physical model

In this paper, we extend our previous work [44–46]
on upscaling waterdrive recovery in fractured reser-
voirs to include non-equilibrium effects in capillary
pressures and relative permeabilities. The two most-
used non-equilibrium theories are due to Barenblatt
and Hassanizadeh. We follow both the formulation by
Barenblatt, which has been worked out for both the
capillary-pressure and the relative-permeability func-
tions, and the approach by Hassanizadeh, which only
includes the capillary pressure. Here, we only con-
sider the non-equilibrium effects for the matrix-column
system and not for the fracture system. This is re-
lated to the fact that the non-equilibrium effects for
fractures, due to their high permeabilities and con-
sequently low capillary forces, are negligible. Each
theory introduces a new equation to the conven-
tional two-phase flow system of equations to de-
scribe the non-equilibrium effects, and subsequently a
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new primary variable. In Barenblatt’s theory, the new
primary variable is the effective saturation and in
Hassanizadeh’s theory, the new primary variable is the
dynamic capillary pressure. For reasons of easy refer-
ence, we shortly repeat the theory for obtaining the
upscaled equations.

We consider a vertically fractured network (Fig. 1) in
the domain Q = AQ × Z , where AQ = {x, y ∈ R| 0 ≤
x ≤ L, 0 ≤ y ≤ W} and Z = {z ∈ R| 0 ≤ z ≤ H}, where
R represents the set of real numbers. We use L, W, and
H to denote the length, width and height of the frac-
tured reservoir. There are two mutually perpendicular
vertical fracture sets F1,F2, which surround the matrix
column Bm = �m × Z , where �m (see Fig. 1) denotes
a domain of a horizontal cross-section of a matrix
column. Therefore, matrix columns are connected from
the top to the bottom of the reservoir domain and there
is no direct horizontal fracture connection between the
matrix columns. Thus, the matrix columns can cap-
ture phase segregation caused by gravity. Half of the
fracture space surrounding the matrix columns occupy
the domain B f = � f × Z . Furthermore, B = � × Z
denotes the small periodic units that occupy the domain
B = Bf ∪ Bm. All the small units together constitute
the VFR.

We simulate injection of water into a vertically
fractured oil reservoir. The inclusion of the non-
equilibrium effects modifies the boundary at the inter-
face between fracture and matrix. We apply continuity
of capillary pressure and continuity of fluid flow as
boundary conditions on the vertical interfaces between
fractures and matrix columns. Flux continuity follows
from fluid conservation at the interface between frac-
ture and matrix. There is capillary pressure continuity
at the boundary of the fractures and matrix columns
unless one of the phases either in the matrix or in
the fracture is immobile [60]. Indeed, when one of the
phases is immobile, the pressure of that phase depends
on local conditions and cannot be determined globally.

Hence, the capillary pressure, which is the difference
between the phase pressure of the non-wetting phase
and wetting phase, can be discontinuous. However,
as residual saturations do not flow, this presents no
difficulties for modeling. Continuity of force, and hence
continuity of phase pressures, implies continuity of cap-
illary pressure when both phases are mobile.

Moreover, we incorporate gravity directly inside the
matrix columns. As a result, there is a net flow within
the matrix columns. The symmetry of the fracture pat-
tern in the horizontal plane is such that the fracture per-
meability can be considered isotropic. We only consider
two-phase (oil and water) incompressible flow where
the water viscosity, μw, and the oil viscosity, μo, are
assumed to be constant.

2.1 Non-equilibrium effects

The classical two-phase flow model proposed by
Muskat and Meres [31], and Leverett [29] is based upon
the fundamental assumption that the local state of the
flow is in equilibrium. This means that the two-phase
functions krw, kro, and Leverett J-function are only
functions of the water saturation Sw, independent of
whether the water saturation decreases or increases.
Therefore, at local equilibrium we have

krw = krw (Sw) , kro = kro (Sw) ,

Pc (Sw) = σwo

√
ϕ

k
J (Sw) ,

(1)

where σwo is the oil–water interfacial surface tension,
and ϕ and k are, respectively, the porosity and the
absolute permeability of the rock. The dimensionless
Leverett J-function is often assumed to be indepen-
dent of the porosity and permeability for a specific
litho-type.

For increasing (wetting) water saturation, the wet-
ting phase will flow initially in the larger pores, but

Fig. 1 Vertically fractured
network (left), matrix column
(middle), and horizontal cross
section (right) of a small unit
that consists of a matrix part
and a fracture part
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when the steady state (∂Sw/∂t = 0) is attained, it with-
draws in the narrower pores and corners and Eq. 1
becomes applicable. There are two reasons that water
initially flows in the larger pores. First, the “permeabil-
ity” of a cylindrical pore is proportional to the square of
the pore radius R, whereas the capillary-driving force
is inversely proportional to R. Hence, even if capillary
forces are smaller in larger pores, the velocity is still
higher due to the higher permeability. The other reason
is that the pores that were originally filled with oil
will maintain an oil film at the wall, which is only
slowly removed [23, 24]. In other words, a water-wet
medium will effectively be oil-wet in the early stages of
imbibition. The slow removal rate of an oil film shows
itself in experiments on contact angle measurements.
For water-wet media with a finite contact angle, it is
possible that the delay time is a few months. This effect
is observed in many spontaneous imbibition experi-
ments [14, 34, 35, 51, 52, 54, 56, 58, 59, 63]. During
the transition, the wetting-fluid relative permeability is
higher than in steady-state conditions. Similarly, during
the redistribution of the flow paths both the relative
permeability of the non-wetting fluid and the capillary
pressure are lower than in steady-state flow. Strictly
speaking, this reasoning implies that the relative per-
meability and capillary pressure functions obtained in
steady-state flow experiments cannot be used in tran-
sient processes whose characteristic transition times
are comparable with characteristic fluid-redistribution
times. However, due to the monotonous behavior of
these functions, (see Fig. 2), they can still be used to
characterize transient flow by evaluating the functions
at some effective water saturations. Indeed, the relative
permeabilities and the capillary pressure are evaluated
not at the actual instantaneous values of the saturation
Sw, but at some effective saturation η ≥ Sw, see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 The effective saturation η is always higher than the actual
water saturation Sw

The effective saturation η is always larger than the
water saturation Sw or equal to it when steady state is
attained. The concept of effective saturation was first
introduced by Barenblatt and his colleagues [6, 7, 9, 10].
It is equivalent to an alternative formulation introduced
by Hassanizadeh and Gray [20] (see also [21]).

In general, the effective saturation η can be different
for both the relative permeability curves (krα) and the
Leveret J-function (J). However, following Barenblatt
[6], Barenblatt and Gilman [7], and Barenblatt et al.
[10], we assume that the effective saturation is the same
for all three functions. Thus, instead of the relationships
in Eq. 1 we have

krw = krw (η) , kro = kro (η) , Pc (η) = σwo

√
ϕ

k
J (η) ,

(2)

where the functions krw, kro, and J are the same func-
tions as in Eq. 1.

Due to non-equilibrium effects, the relationship be-
tween η and Sw must be a time-dependent function. We
use the hypothesis [6, 9, 10] that there is a relationship
between the local effective water saturation η and the
actual water saturation Sw and its rate of change ∂Sw/∂t.
Dimensional analysis suggests that such a relationship
must include a characteristic redistribution time. Fur-
ther, linearization of this relationship yields

τb
∂Sw

∂t
= η − Sw. (3)

Here, τ b is a coefficient having the dimension of (delay)
time. If the effective water saturation η were fixed and
τ b were constant, then the difference (η − S) would
decay exponentially as exp (−t/τ b ). Therefore, τ b is a
characteristic relaxation time (delay time) needed for
the rearrangement of the flow paths to a new steady-
state configuration and for the removal of the oil film.
Note that in spontaneous imbibition, such a steady state
is never achieved. Indeed, the redistribution time, τ b ,
may depend on the saturation, but we assume that τ b is
constant.

Hassanizadeh and Gray [19, 20] derived an alterna-
tive theory to deal with non-equilibrium effects based
on non-equilibrium thermodynamics. The main con-
stitutive hypothesis in their theory is the dependence
of the Helmholtz-free-energy functions for the phases
and interfaces on state variables such as mass density,
temperature, saturation, porosity, interfacial area, and
the solid-phase strain tensor. Explicit inclusion of in-
terfaces and interfacial properties in the macroscale
theory of the two-phase flow is an essential charac-
teristic of Hassanizadeh’s theory. In this approach,
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the macroscopic capillary pressure is defined solely as
an intrinsic property of the system and is not simply
equal to the difference in fluid-phase pressures. Non-
equilibrium thermodynamics shows that the difference
in fluid pressures is not only dependent on saturation,
but also on the rate of change of saturation. Their result
using a linear approximation is

P dyn
c − P stat

c = τh
∂So

∂t
, (4)

where P dyn
c denotes the difference between nonwetting-

phase pressure (Pn) and wetting-phase pressure (Pw),
which is the commonly measured quantity. P stat

c de-
notes the equilibrium (or “static”) capillary pressure,
and τ h is a capillary-damping coefficient that may still
depend on saturation. Note that τ h is non-negative,
because heat dissipation is always positive. Equation 4
suggests that at a given point in the system and at any
given time, the saturation will change locally in order
to restore equilibrium; in other words at equilibrium
there is equivalence between (Pn − Pw) and P stat

c . If
τ h is found to be small, equivalence between P dyn

c and
P stat

c will be re-established instantaneously after equi-
librium is disturbed. For porous media with a high per-
meability (e.g., fractures), the non-equilibrium effect
is less pronounced. As permeability decreases, the
applicability of the non-equilibrium concept becomes
necessary.

The non-equilibrium theory of capillary pressure of
Hassanizadeh and Gray versus Barenblatt cannot be
related if constant values of τ b and τ h were used.
Hassanizadeh and Gray [19, 20] do not deal with rel-
ative permeabilities, but their theory is based on fun-
damental non-equilibrium thermodynamic principles,
whereas the theory of Barenblatt et al. [9, 10] is based
on insight that initially larger pores will be filled with
water before the water withdraws into the smaller
pores. If we would have a linear saturation dependence
of the capillary pressure, e.g.,

P stat
c = P◦

c + 	(1 − Sor − Sw) , (5)

we can relate the delay time τ b to the capillary-damping
coefficient τ h as

	τb = τh, (6)

where 	 is a constant coefficient. In spite of the fact
that the capillary pressure is a nonlinear function of the
saturation, we still use this as a basis for comparisons.
Note that the linear relationship is only used to con-
nect Barenblatt’s theory with Hassanizadeh’s theory.
For non-linear capillary pressure, we use the average
capillary derivative for calculating 	.

To the best of our knowledge, no attempt has yet
been made to investigate for which values of τ h or τ b ,
non-equilibrium effects in fractured reservoirs become
significant. In this work, we only consider the non-
equilibrium effects for the matrix columns because the
important process (i.e., capillary imbibition) occurs in
the matrix columns and because the matrix system has
a low permeability with respect to the fracture perme-
ability.

The system of Eqs. 2 and 3 for Barenblatt’s approach
and Eq. 4 for Hassanizadeh’s approach can be straight-
forwardly added to the conventional two-phase flow
system of equations to constitute the basic mathemat-
ical model for our further consideration of the non-
equilibrium two-phase flows in VFRs.

2.2 Model equations

We use the two-phase (α = o, w) extension of Darcy’s
law for constant fluid densities and Eqs. 2 and 3 for
Barenblatt’s approach in the matrix system

u∗
α f = −k∗

f krα, f

μα f
∇ (

Pα f + ραgz
) := −λ∗

α f ∇�α f ,

uαm = −kmkrα,m (η)

μαm
∇�αm := −λαm (η)∇�αm. (7)

Again, we assume that non-equilibrium effects in the
fracture system are negligible due to the higher per-
meability and we only consider non-equilibrium effects
in the matrix system. Note that for the conventional
two-phase flow system of equations and for the non-
equilibrium theory by Hassanizadeh, the phase mobil-
ity λα in Eq. 7 is a function of water saturation Sw

instead of the effective water saturation η. In Eq. 7,
the superscript (*) denotes intrinsic (local) fracture
properties. The intrinsic fracture permeability evalu-
ated inside the fracture is denoted by k∗

f . We define the
intrinsic fracture permeability k∗

f based on the fracture
aperture. The matrix permeability is denoted by km.
Relative permeabilities are denoted by krw,ζ and kro,ζ ,
where ζ = f , m indicates the fracture or matrix systems.
Here P is the pressure, ρ is the fluid density, g is the
gravity acceleration factor and z is the vertical upward
direction. We define a phase mobility λα = k × krα/μα

as the ratio between the phase permeability and the
fluid viscosity. The phase potential �α is equal to the
pressure plus the gravity term.

The mass conservation equation reads

∂

∂t

(
ϕζ ραζ Sαζ

) + ∇ · (
uαζ ραζ

) = 0, (8)
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where ϕ is the porosity and Sα is the phase saturation.
We obtain the governing equations describing non-
equilibrium incompressible two-phase flow by com-
bining Darcy’s Law (Eq. 7) and mass conversation
(Eq. 8)

∂

∂t

(
ϕ∗

f ρα f Sα f

)
= ∇ ·

(
ρα f λ

∗
α f ∇�α f

)
in � f , (9)

∂

∂t
(ϕmραmSαm) = ∇ · (ραmλαm (η)∇�αm) in �m. (10)

At the interface between the fracture and matrix sys-
tems, there is continuity of water and oil flow

(
ρα f λ

∗
α f ∇�α f

)
· n = (ραmλαm (η) ∇�αm) · n on ∂�m,

(11)

where n denotes the outward unit normal vector to the
surface (∂�m) pointing from the matrix to the fracture.
At the interface, there is also continuity of capillary
pressure [60]. Pressure continuity and hence capillary-
pressure continuity is a basic principle (see e.g., [28]).
The only question is how to describe the capillary
pressure, either by an equilibrium (static) expression
or by a non-equilibrium (dynamic) expression. For
Barenblatt’s approach, the phase-pressure difference is
defined as a non-equilibrium capillary pressure that is a
function of η, i.e., Po − Pw = Pc(η). However, for
Hassanizadeh’s approach, the phase-pressure
difference is equal to the dynamic capillary pressure
Po − Pw = Pdyn

c (Sw). As mentioned earlier, for
the conventional two-phase flow without non-
equilibrium effects, we define a capillary pressure
Po − Pw = P stat

c (Sw). We assume that the capillary
pressure in the fracture can be represented by a static
expression as (imbibition or drainage) equilibrium
is relatively easily established due to the higher
permeability, whereas in the low permeability matrix
column, we can expect significant delay times to
reach capillary equilibrium. Therefore, we equate
the fracture capillary pressure to the non-equilibrium
matrix capillary pressure at the boundary between
them, i.e.,

Pcm (t, rb , rs, η) = Pcf
(
t, rb , Sw f

)
for Barenblatt,

Pdyn
cm (t, rb , rs, Sw) = Pcf

(
t, rb , Sw f

)
for Hassanizadeh.

(12)

In Eq. 12, rb and rs denote the large-scale coordinate
and the local-(small)-scale coordinate, respectively.

3 Upscaled model

We start with two-phase flow equations at the Darcy
scale to obtain the upscaled equations including non-
equilibrium effects for a VFR at the global scale (grid-
block scale) using homogenization theory. The upscal-
ing technique (homogenization) consists of five major
steps.

The f irst step in homogenization is the subdivision
of the horizontal coordinates of the vertically frac-
tured reservoir into two scales (see Fig. 1): the local
(small units) scale of size (l) and the global scale
of size (L) that is much larger than the local scale.
This implies that a condition for the application
of homogenization is that separation of scales is
possible. Our choice for the small-unit (SU) scale
is a single matrix column of which the vertical faces
are surrounded by fractures and its horizontal faces
(e.g., top and bottom) are connected to the cap
and base rock, which is warranted for our model
(see Fig. 1). Our choice of using a single matrix
column is instigated by the incompatibility of larger
unit cells (leading to a more accurate determination
of effective properties) with a separation of scale.
We define L as the dimension of the grid-block
scale. Note that each grid-block consists of a few
hundred small units. We define a scaling ratio ε =
l/L between the local scale and the global scale. A
very large difference between the size of the global
scale (grid block) and the local scale (SU) in addi-
tion to the low permeability of the matrix columns,
suggests that the oil flux from the matrix columns
to the fractures only leads to local scale variations
of the fracture potential. As a consequence of the
separation of scales, any space-dependent quantity
required to describe the physical process is a func-
tion of these two scales. Therefore, we can split
the gradient operator (∇) into a global-scale (big)
term, ∇b , operating on the large-scale coordinate
rb and term, ∇s, operating on the local-(small)-
scale coordinate rs where ∇ = ∇b + ∇s. The matrix
equation acts at the local scale. Thus, we do not
apply the splitting procedure to the matrix domain.
However, in a vertically fractured reservoir, there is
no separation of scales in the vertical direction be-
cause the global scale is the same as the local scale.
Therefore, we only apply the splitting procedure
to the x- and y-component of the fracture-gradient
operator.
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The second step in the homogenization technique
is writing the equations at the local scale in a
dimensionless form using characteristic reference
quantities. Reference quantities assume values that
can be indicated in the problem of interest or are
made up by combining the reference quantities. In
our model, we use � and L as the characteristic
lengths for local-scale and global-scale (grid-block
scale) differentiation. This results in ∇D = ∇b +
ε−1∇s. The reference potential, �R, is the potential
difference between the injection and production
well (��). We use tR = L2μ/(k f ��) as the refer-
ence time for both the fracture and matrix system.
The third step in the homogenization technique is
expressing the solution variables in the form of an
asymptotic expansion in powers of ε.
The fourth step in the homogenization technique
is solving the successive boundary-value problems
that are obtained after introducing the asymp-
totic expansion in the local dimensionless descrip-
tions. We collect the terms that have the same
significance as shown by the characteristic power of
ε. Different upscaled equations are obtained when
dimensionless numbers assume values of different
orders of magnitude with respect to ε. We evaluate
the permeability ratio with respect to the scaling ra-
tio ε. If one takes the ratio of the two permeabilities
km/ k∗

f to be of order one, then homogenization the-
ory will lead to an upscaled single-porosity model.
If the ratio is smaller than ε2, then the matrix blocks
do not contribute to the global continuity system
of equations in the upscaled model, which then
corresponds to the upscaled equation only for the
fractures. Hence, we consider that km/ k∗

f ∼ ε2,
because this is the regime for which a reservoir
is a fractured reservoir from the fluid-flow point
of view, i.e., naturally occurring fractures have a
significant effect on fluid flow. Again, k∗

f denotes
the intrinsic fracture permeability evaluated inside
the fracture. We start by solving the equations of
the lowest order in ε.
The f ifth step in the homogenization technique is
obtaining the upscaled (macroscopic equivalent)
model. We define the macroscopic average of any
parameter q over the small unit volume � by integ-
rating over �f and dividing by |�|. After solving
the boundary-value problems and removing the
local-scale (∂/∂s) dependence from the upscaled
model by applying an averaging procedure and
Gauss’s theorem to the boundary condition, the up-
scaled equations including the non-equilibrium effects

of Barenblatt in the VFR with homogenization
are

∂

∂t

(
ϕ f Sw f

) − ∇b · (
λw f ∇b �w f

)

+ 1

|�|
∫

�m

{
∂

∂t
(ϕmSwm) − ∂

∂z

(
λwm (η)

∂

∂z
�wm

)}
dxs

= qext,w in Q, (13)

−∇b · ((
λw f + λof

) ∇b �w f + λof ∇b �cf
)

+ 1

|�|
∫

�m

{
− ∂

∂z

(
(λwm (η) + λom (η))

∂

∂z
�wm

+ λom (η)
∂

∂z
�cm (η)

)}
dxs =

= qext,w + qext,o in Q, (14)

where qext,w and qext,o are the external flow rates,
which come from the production and injection
wells. The phase potential �α is equal to the pres-
sure (P) plus the gravity term. Here, we also define
the non-equilibrium capillary potential �c (η) =
Pc (η) + (ρo − ρw) gz. The integral term is the ex-
change term of fluid flow at the interface between
the fracture and matrix. Here, the global fracture
porosity and (effective) permeability are given as

ϕ f = 1

|�|
∫
� f

ϕ∗
f dxs, (15)

k f = 1

|�|
∫
� f

k∗
f (I + ∇s ⊗ (ω1, ω2, 0)) dxs. (16)

We use ϕ∗
f to denote the intrinsic fracture porosity,

and |�| to denote the combined fracture and matrix
domain. The integration is over the local domain, which
is a small unit cell that contains a specific matrix-
column size and fracture aperture for the grid cell.
In the same way, we use k∗

f to denote the intrinsic
fracture permeability. The behavior of ω1 (ω2) is a
measure of the potential fluctuation caused by the non-
homogeneous nature of the fractured reservoir that
is subjected to a global potential gradient in the x-
direction (y-direction). The VFR does not need an up-
scaling procedure in the z-direction, which is a reason
that we only consider the vector (ω1, ω2, 0). The cell
equation required to solve for (ω1, ω2, 0) can be found
in Salimi and Bruining [45].
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The upscaled equations including the non-equilibrium
effects of Hassanizadeh in the VFR read

∂

∂t

(
ϕ f Sw f

) − ∇b · (
λw f ∇b �w f

) +

+ 1

|�|
∫

�m

{
∂

∂t
(ϕmSwm) − ∂

∂z

(
λwm (Swm)

∂

∂z
�wm

)}
dxs

= qext,w in Q, (17)

−∇b · ((
λw f + λof

) ∇b �w f + λof ∇b �cf
) +

+ 1

|�|
∫

�m

{
− ∂

∂z

(
(λwm (Swm) + λom (Swm))

∂

∂z
�wm

+ λom (Swm)
∂

∂z
�dyn

cm

)}
dxs

= qext,w + qext,o in Q, (18)

where now the phase mobilities λαm in Eqs. 17 and
18 are a function of the water saturation Sw and not
of the effective water saturation η as in Eqs. 13 and
14. Moreover, the matrix capillary potential �cm(η) in
Eq. 14 is replaced by �

dyn
cm in Eq. 18.

For the non-equilibrium theory by Barenblatt, the
local problem for the effective saturation η, real sat-
uration Sw, and potential �wm on the matrix column
at the point rb results from the ε0 terms of Eqs. 3, 10
and 12. The equations for the matrix columns using
Barenblatt’s approach are

∂

∂t
(ϕmSwm) − ∇s · (λwm(η)∇s �wm) = 0 in Bm, (19)

−∇s · ((λwm (η) + λom (η)) ∇s �wm

+ λom (η) ∇s �cm (η)) = 0 in Bm, (20)

τb
∂Sw

∂t
− η + Sw = 0. (21)

The superscript (0) is dropped for reasons of concise
notation. At the interface between the fracture and
matrix systems, there is continuity of water and oil
flow and continuity of capillary pressure. The boundary
conditions on the vertical faces of the matrix columns
read

�wm (t, rb , rs) = �w f (t, rb ) , and

�cm (t, rb , rs, η) = �cf (t, rb ) , (22)

where rb denotes the global scale and rs denotes the
local scale.

For the non-equilibrium theory by Hassanizadeh
et al., the local equations for the real saturation, dy-
namic capillary pressure, and potential on the matrix
column at the point rb results from the ε0 terms of
Eqs. 4, 10 and 12; they read

∂

∂t
(ϕmSwm) − ∇s · (λwm(Swm)∇s �wm) = 0 in Bm,

(23)

− ∇s · (
(λwm (Swm) + λom (Swm)) ∇s �wm

+ λom (Swm) ∇s �dyn
cm

) = 0 in Bm, (24)

τh
∂Sw

∂t
+ Pdyn

c − Pstat
c = 0 in Bm, (25)

�wm (t, rb , rs) = �w f (t, rb ) , and

�dyn
cm (t, rb , rs) = �cf (t, rb ) on ∂ Bm, (26)

There are no-flow boundary conditions on the top and
bottom of the entire fractured reservoir, i.e.,

−λαζ∇�αζ . n = 0, α = w, o, and ζ = f, m, (27)

where n denotes the outward unit normal vector to the
surface.

Our choice for the small-unit scale is a single matrix
column of which the vertical faces are surrounded by
fractures and the horizontal faces (e.g., top and bottom)
are connected to the cap and base rock. We define the
global scale as the dimension of the grid-block scale.

The derivation of the upscaled model including the
non-equilibrium effects is complete. In the next section,
we develop an efficient numerical method to solve the
complex system of equations in a vertically fractured
reservoir.

4 Numerical solution

The numerical procedure described below is an ex-
tension of the method used by Arbogast [5] and
Salimi and Bruining [42, 44] for the sugar-cube model.
The difficulty arises due to the coupling of flow in the
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vertical direction, which is important in the upscaled-
VFR model. From the computational point of view, we
consider a matrix column associated with each point in
the base plane of the reservoir. The horizontal cross-
sectional position of any point rb = (xb , yb , zb ) ∈ Q, is
denoted by r′

b = (xb , yb ) ∈ AQ. The matrix column at
r′

b = (xb , yb ) ∈ AQ is denoted by Bm(r′
b ) = �m(r′

b ) ×
H, where this matrix column is representative of the
matrix columns in the vicinity of r′. We formulate
our numerical method in terms of the water potential,
the capillary pressure, and the water saturation. Here,
we also define the capillary potential �c (η) = Pc (η) +
(ρo − ρw) gz. We assume that all external sources, i.e.,
the production and injection wells, influence only the
fractures. Equations 17, 19, and 23 above are called the
saturation equations, and the sums over the phases of
each of the two-phase equations are Eqs. 18, 20 and 24,
the pressure equations.

Initially, there is capillary-gravity equilibrium both
in the fracture system and in the matrix column. This
means that the fluid-exchange term between fracture
and matrix is zero initially. In addition, the effective
water saturation η is equal to the actual water satu-
ration Sw for Barenblatt’s approach, and the dynamic
capillary potential �

dyn
cm is the same as the static (equi-

librium) capillary potential �stat
cm for Hassanizadeh’s ap-

proach. In other words, in the non-equilibrium the-
ory by Hassanizadeh, there is continuity of dynamic
capillary pressure, i.e., between the fracture capillary
potential and the matrix dynamic capillary potential
instead of continuity of the static capillary potential.
Since the initial oil-in-place is known, we determine the
initial fracture water potential by solving the fracture
pressure equation (Eq. 18). Because of equilibrium,
we can solve the matrix pressure equation (Eq. 20 for
Barenblatt and Eq. 24 for Hassanizadeh) to obtain the
initial matrix water potential.

Equations 17–27 cannot be solved sequentially or ex-
plicitly, because a small change in the boundary values
on each matrix column can cause flow of a volume of
fluid that is large in comparison to the volume of the
fractures [13]. In other words, the matrix absorbs more
fluid from the surrounding fractures in one step than
can be resident there. Part of the excess volume in the
matrix is returned to the fractures in the next step,
however, violating mass conservation. Therefore, the
fracture–matrix interaction must be handled implicitly.

We use a backward-Euler time approximation for
the complete system of Eqs. 17–27. We further use a
finite-volume approach and first-order upwind scheme
for spatial discretization. To facilitate the implementa-
tion of the no-flow boundary conditions and the con-
tinuity conditions of the potentials along the fracture–

matrix interfaces, we discretize the space variables in
a cell-centered manner in the fractures and also cell-
centered with respect to z in the matrix columns. How-
ever, the discretization in the xs and ys are vertex-
centered. The reason to use vertex-centered cells in
the x and y direction is its convenience for Dirich-
let boundary conditions at the interface between frac-
ture and matrix, i.e., continuity of the phase poten-
tial and capillary pressure. We have not encountered
mass balance errors, because the matrix and fracture-
system of equations have been coupled and solved
simultaneously implicitly. The simultaneous implicit
approach avoids that a small change in the boundary
values on each matrix column can cause flow of a
volume of fluid that is larger than the volume of the
fractures. In this work, we use uniform grid cells in the
fractures and in each matrix column. From the compu-
tational perspective, we consider a case in which the
vertical discretization in the matrix columns coincides
with that in the fractures.

We discretize Q into Nxf × Nyf × Nzf grid cells.
After that, we can write the fully discrete, nonlinear
fracture and matrix equations

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Fi

( ��n
w f ,

�Sn
w f ,

��n
wm, �Sn

wm

)
= 0,

i = 1, 2, ..., Nxf × Nyf × Nzf ,

Mi′ j

( ��n
w f ,

�Sn
w f ,

��n
wm,i′ ,

�Sn
wm,i′ , �ηn

wm,i′

)
= 0,{

i′ = 1, 2, ..., Nxf × Nyf ,

j = 1, 2, ..., Nxm × Nym × Nzf ,

(28)

where Fi and Mi′ j are nonlinear functions, which rep-
resent the discretized version of the model equations
(Eqs. 17–27). For Hassanizadeh’s approach, the un-
known vector of the effective water saturation �ηn

wm,i′ is
replaced by an unknown vector of the dynamic capillary
potential �

dyn
cm . We use Newton’s method to solve the

above system of equations. The conventional Newton
procedure leads to an efficient numerical scheme. Such
a conventional procedure would run as follows:

(1) Start with an initial guess for the solution

��n,0
w f ,

�Sn,0
w f ,

��n,0
wm, �Sn,0

wm, and �ηn,0
wm.

(2) For each k = 1, 2, . . . , κ until convergence is
reached:

a. Solve for the nth time level’s solution

��n,k
w f ,

�Sn,k
w f ,

��n,k
wm, �Sn,k

wm, and �ηn,k
wm,
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satisfying

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Fn,k−1
i +

N f∑
i′′=1

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
∂�w f,i′′ Fn,k−1

i δ�
n,k
w f,i′′ + ∂Sw f,i′′ Fn,k−1

i δSn,k
w f,i′′

]

+
Nm∑
j ′=1

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂�wm,i′′ j ′ Fn,k−1
i δ�

n,k
wm,i′′ j ′

+∂Swm,i′′ j ′ Fn,k−1
i δSn,k

wm,i′′ j ′

+∂ηwm,i′′ j ′ Fn,k−1
i δη

n,k
wm,i′′ j ′

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

= 0,

i=1, 2, ..., Nf ,

Mn,k−1
i′ j +

Nzf∑
l=1

⎡
⎣ ∂�w f,(i′,l) Mn,k−1

i′ j δ�
n,k
w f,(i′,l)

+∂Sw f,(i′,l) Mn,k−1
i′ j δSn,k

w f,(i′,l)

⎤
⎦

{
i′ = 1, 2, ..., Nxf × Nyf ,
j = 1, 2, ..., Nm.

+
Nm∑
j ′=1

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

∂�wm,i′ j ′ Mn,k−1
i′ j δ�

n,k
wm,i′ j ′

+∂Swm,i′ j ′ Mn,k−1
i′ j δSn,k

wm,i′ j ′

+∂ηwm,i′ j ′ Mn,k−1
i′ j δη

n,k
wm,i′ j ′

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = 0,

(29)

Here ∂π denotes the partial derivative with respect
to π .

b. Update the potentials and saturations

��n,k
w f = ��n,k−1

w f + δ ��n,k
w f ,

�Sn,k
w f = �Sn,k−1

w f + δ �Sn,k
w f ,

��n,k
wm = ��n,k−1

wm + δ ��n,k
wm, �Sn,k

wm = �Sn,k−1
wm + δ �Sn,k

wm,

�ηn,k
wm = �ηn,k−1

wm + δ�ηn,k
wm.

This will be continued for k = 1,. . . κ , i.e., until conver-
gence is obtained. This would complete the algorithm
for a time step. The above linear system (Eq. 29)
involves the solution of a (2 ×N f + 3 × Nxf × Nyf ×
Nm)× (2 × N f + 3 × Nxf × Nyf × Nm) matrix for each
Newton iteration at a time step, which is computation-
ally expensive. Within the linearized Newton problem
(Eq. 29), the matrix solutions in the i′th column depend
on �

n,k
w f,(i′,l) and Sn,k

w f,(i′,l), where l = 1, 2, . . . , Nzf . In
other words, the matrix solution in the i′th column only
depends locally on all the fracture cells surrounding the
matrix column of interest. It is therefore possible to
develop an efficient numerical scheme by decoupling
the matrix and fracture problems without affecting the
implicit nature of the scheme. We replace the matrix
problem in Eq. 29 by the following three types of
problems for

(
δ̃ ��n,m

wm,(i′, l), δ̃
�Sn,m

wm,(i′, l), δ̃�ηn,m
wm,(i′, l)

)
,(

δ̂ ��n,m
wm,(i′, l), δ̂

�Sn,m
wm,(i′, l), δ̃�ηn,m

wm,(i′, l)

)
,

and
(
δ̄ ��n,m

wm,i′ , δ̄
�Sn,m

wm,i′ , δ̃�ηn,m
wm,i′

)
,

where δ̃’s, δ̂’s, and δ̄’s satisfy three types of problems as
follows:

Firstly, for each i′ = 1, 2, . . . , Nxf × Nyf and j = 1, 2,
3,. . . , Nm,

Mn,k−1
i′ j +

Nm∑
j ′=1

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂�wm,i′ j ′ M
n,k−1
i′ j δ̄�

n,k
wm,i′ j ′

+∂Swm,i′ j ′ M
n,k−1
i′ j δ̄Sn,k

wm,i′ j ′

+∂ηwm,i′ j ′ M
n,k−1
i′ j δ̄η

n,k
wm,i′ j ′

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦=0, (30)

secondly, for l = 1, 2, . . . , Nzf ,

∂�w f,(i′, l)
Mn,k−1

i′ j +
Nm∑
j ′=1

⎡
⎢⎣

∂�wm,i′ j ′ M
n,k−1
i′ j δ̃�

n,k
wm,(i′,l), j ′

+∂Swm,i′ j ′ M
n,k−1
i′ j δ̃Sn,k

wm,(i′,l), j ′

+∂ηwm,i′ j ′ M
n,k−1
i′ j δ̃η

n,k
wm,(i′,l), j ′

⎤
⎥⎦=0,

(31)

thirdly, for l = 1, 2, . . . , Nzf ,

∂Sw f,(i′, l)
Mn,k−1

i′ j +
Nm∑
j ′=1

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂�wm,i′ j ′ M
n,k−1
i′ j δ̂�

n,k
wm,(i′, l), j ′

+∂Swm,i′ j ′ M
n,k−1
i′ j δ̂Sn,k

wm,(i′, l), j ′

+∂ηwm,i′ j ′ M
n,k−1
i′ j δ̂η

n,k
wm,(i′, l), j ′

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦=0.

(32)

If we multiply Eq. 31 by δ�
n,k
w f,(i′,l) and Eq. 32 by δSn,k

w f,(i′,l)
and then add these equations to Eq. 30, the result would
be identical to the matrix problem in Eq. 29. As a result,
the matrix unknowns can be calculated by

δ�
n,k
wm,i′ j = δ̄�

n,k
wm,i′ j+

Nzf∑
l=1

(
δ̃�

n,k
wm,(i′, l), jδ�

n,k
w f,(i′, l)

+ δ̂�
n,k
wm,(i′, l), jδSn,k

w f,(i′, l)

)
, (33)

δSn,k
wm,i′ j = δ̄Sn,k

wm,i′ j +
Nzf∑
l=1

(
δ̃Sn,k

wm,(i′, l), jδ�
n,k
w f,(i′, l)

+δ̂Sn,k
wm,(i′, l), jδSn,k

w f,(i′, l)

)
, (34)

δη
n,k
wm,i′ j = δ̄η

n,k
wm,i′ j +

Nzf∑
l=1

(
δ̃η

n,k
wm,(i′, l), jδ�

n,k
w f,(i′, l)

+δ̂η
n,k
wm,(i′, l), jδSn,k

w f,(i′, l)

)
. (35)

Equations 30–32 can be solved independently of the
fracture system. Thus, we modify step 2a of the Newton
Algorithm by first solving Eqs. 30–32. The changes in
the fracture unknowns are then given by solving the
fracture equations of Eq. 29, using implicitly definition
of Eqs. 33–35. Subsequently, we explicitly use the
changes in the fracture unknowns and Eqs. 30–32 to
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update the matrix δ-potential (Eq. 33) and matrix δ-
saturations (Eqs. 34 and 35). Finally, the Newton itera-
tion can be continued. This efficient numerical method
is inexpensive as it only involves the solution of many
(3 ×Nm) × (3 ×Nm) matrices and the solution of a
(2 ×N f ) × (2 ×N f ) matrix as opposed to a single big
matrix.

A similar procedure can be given in order to develop
an efficient numerical scheme for solving the upscaled
equation including the non-equilibrium capillary poten-
tial by Hassanizadeh’s approach. To do this, we replace
the matrix effective water saturation ηwm everywhere it
appears in Eqs. 28–35 by the dynamic capillary poten-
tial �

dyn
cm .

4.1 Numerical discretization

We discretize the fractured reservoir into 10 × 5 × 9
grid cells in the x-, y-, and z-direction. Hence, there are
450 grid cells for the fracture system, which contains
10 × 5 rock matrix columns, assigned to the base-
plane coordinates. Each column, which extends from
the base rock to the cap rock, is subdivided in a stack
of nine matrix blocks. In other words, corresponding
to each fracture grid cell on the base plane, there is
a single matrix column, consisting of a stack of nine
matrix blocks. We use 9 × 9 × 9 grid cells in the x-, y-,
and z-direction for each representative matrix column.
Therefore, we have a total of 10 × 5 × 9 grid cells for
the fracture part and (10 × 5 × 9) × 9 × 9 grid cells
to represent the matrix part, leading to a total of 36,900
grid blocks.

4.2 Fine-grid model

To demonstrate the capability of the upscaled-VFR
model, we develop a fine-grid model, and compare the
results of the fine-grid model with the results of the
upscaled-VFR model.

For the fine-grid model, Eqs. 3, 4, 9 and 10 together
with the boundary conditions are numerically inte-
grated using a finite-volume approach and first-order
upwind scheme with a non-uniform cubic-grid system
for spatial discretization. We further use a backward-
Euler time approximation for the complete system of
equations. The discretization of Eqs. 3, 4, 9 and 10 gives
rise to large sparse systems of linear equations. The ma-
trices are ill conditioned because of (1) spatial discon-
tinuity in the permeability of the matrix and fractures,
and (2) the small fracture thickness in comparison to
the matrix size. Thus, iterative methods may not be
suitable unless special robust preconditioners are used
[17]. For such problems, direct methods are commonly

used in reservoir simulation. In this work, the direct
method of D4 Gaussian Elimination is used. Details can
be found in Price and Coats [37] and Stringer et al. [55].

The fine-grid model (discrete fracture), which con-
siders the fractures explicitly, includes 2,706,309 cells
(681,309 cells for the fractures and 2,025,000 cells for
the matrix system). The fine-grid model is a model that
includes the fractures explicitly and hence is not an
internal check of the validity of the numerical model.

5 Results and discussion

This Section presents the results of the numerical simu-
lation. It is important to note that all our results are only
valid for truly fractured reservoirs, i.e., reservoirs for
which the upscaled fracture permeability is one order
of magnitude larger (with respect to the scaling ratio)
than the matrix permeability.

5.1 Simulation parameters

We consider a vertically fractured oil reservoir with a
length of 500 m, width of 200 m, and height of 30 m.
Initially, the reservoir is saturated with oil. The initial
water saturation both in the fracture and in the matrix
is equal to the irreducible water saturations (Sw,ir). As
shown in Fig. 3, water is injected through the entire
height of the reservoir from one corner and subse-
quently oil and water are produced through the upper
third of the reservoir height at the diagonally opposite
corner. Table 1 shows the basic input data for the nu-
merical simulations. For each simulation case, the water
injection rate is uniform. Table 2 shows the calculated
global (effective) fracture permeabilities based on the
different values of the lateral matrix-column size, using
Eq. 16. The parameters shown in Table 1 are repre-
sentative for fractured reservoirs. It can be validated
that the parameters correspond to a fractured reservoir,
i.e., the main flow is carried by the fractures. This is
indeed the case; the intrinsic fracture permeability k∗

f
is 844 D, whereas the matrix permeability km is 1 mD.

Injection well perforated in
the entire reservoir height 
Injection well perforated in
the entire reservoir height 

Production well perforated in 
the upper one third of the
reservoir height

Production well perforated in 
the upper one third of the
reservoir height

200 m

500 m

30 m30 m

200 m

500 m

Fig. 3 Fractured reservoir waterflooding pattern
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Table 1 Data used in the
numerical simulations

Initial reservoir pressure (MPa) 27.5 Oil viscosity, μo (cp) 2
Bottomhole pressure 26.9 Oil density, ρo (kg/m3) 833

in production wells (MPa)
Well radius (m) 0.1524 Water viscosity, μw (cp) 0.5
Fracture aperture, δ (μm) 100 Water density, ρw (kg/m3) 1,025
Local fracture porosity, ϕ∗

f 1 Residual oil saturation in matrix, Sor,m 0.3
Intrinsic fracture 844 Residual oil saturation in fracture, Sor, f 0

permeability, k∗
f (D)

Matrix porosity, ϕm 0.19 Irreducible water saturation in matrix, Sw,ir,m 0.25
Matrix permeability, km (mD) 1 Irreducible water saturation in fracture, Sw,ir, f 0

This is valid for our upscaled model as km < k f <<

k∗
f . Because fracture and matrix are considered as two

different media, we use two different capillary-pressure
and relative-permeability curves. Figure 4 shows the
capillary-pressure curves for the base case, i.e., contact
angle of zero and completely water-wet. Figure 5 shows
the relative-permeability curves both for the fracture
and for the matrix.

5.2 Dimensionless numbers

We characterize the behavior of a VFR by consider-
ing the two most important dimensionless numbers.
These dimensionless numbers are previously discussed
in Salimi and Bruining [45, 47], but for reasons of easy
reference, we briefly include the definitions also in this
paper. First, we define the Peclet number as the ratio
of the capillary-diffusion time in the matrix columns to
the residence time of the water in the fracture system.
The Peclet number refers to the average flow rate
in the fracture system. The local velocity shows large
fluctuations. This Peclet number can be expressed as

Pe = �2u fw

DcapL
, where Dcap = − λoλw

λo + λw

dPc

dSw

. (36)

Here, � is the lateral matrix-column size, u fw is the
Darcy velocity of water in the fracture, λα is the
mobility of phase α (oil, water), and L is the distance
between wells. The capillary-diffusion coefficient Dcap

is evaluated in the matrix domain. In Eq. 36, the
capillary-diffusion coefficient is a strongly nonlinear
function of the water saturation. Consequently, its
values change with time and space. As mentioned

above, the initial water saturations both in the fracture
and in the matrix are equal to the irreducible water sat-
urations (Sw,ir). Consequently, the capillary-diffusion
coefficient (Dcap in Eq. 36) is initially zero for both
the fracture and matrix, and remains zero at an early
time for those regions that are far from the injection
well. Therefore, if we use the geometric mean and/or
harmonic mean, the space averaged capillary-diffusion
coefficient would become zero. To avoid a zero average
capillary-diffusion coefficient, we use an arithmetic
average. However, for the average over time, all values
are larger than zero and a zero geometric average does
not occur. In addition, the geometric mean is a type of
mean or average, which indicates the central tendency
or typical value of a set of numbers, whereas e.g., the
arithmetic mean is not such a robust statistic, meaning
that it is greatly influenced by outliers. This is the case
for higher injection rates, because the injected water
slightly penetrates into the matrix even after long
simulation times. In summary, we use an arithmetic
mean over space and a geometric mean over time to
obtain a single averaged value of the Peclet number for
each case discussed below. The second dimensionless
number is the gravity number that expresses gravity
forces over viscous forces in the fracture system. We use
the following expression for this gravity number [50, 62]

NG = k f �ρgH
μwu fw L

, (37)

where H is the height of the reservoir, k f is the effec-
tive (global) fracture permeability, u fw is the Darcy
velocity of water in the fracture, and �ρ is the density
difference between the water and the oil phase.

Table 2 Calculated global
fracture permeability and
porosity based on lateral
matrix-column sizes

Lateral matrix-column Global fracture Global fracture Global fracture
size, �(m) permeability in the x− and permeability in the porosity, ϕf

y−direction, k f,xy (mD) z−direction, k f,z (mD)

0.5 169 338 4 × 10−4

2 42 84 1 × 10−4

4 21 42 5 × 10−5
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Fig. 4 Capillary-pressure curves of matrix and fracture versus
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5.3 Comparison between the fine-grid model
and the upscaled-VFR model

Here, we give an example where we compared the
results of the fine-grid model with the results of the
upscaled-VFR model in which the non-equilibrium
effects are included. We assume that the reservoir con-
sists of identical matrix columns of permeability km =
1 mD and lateral size � = 2 m. Moreover, the fractures
of the VFR configuration are assumed to have the same
aperture. The input data for the fine-grid simulations
are summarized in Table 1 (see also Figs. 4 and 5).

Figure 6a and b compare the cumulative oil pro-
duction obtained with the upscaled model with the
cumulative oil production obtained with the fine-grid
model for a delay time of τ b = 3 × 106 s and a capillary-
damping coefficient of τ h = 1.8 × 1011 kg/(m s), respec-
tively. The water injection rate for the results shown
in Fig. 6a and b is qw = 1 PV/year. Using a lateral
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Fig. 5 Relative-permeability curves of matrix and fracture ver-
sus water saturation

matrix-column size of � = 2 m and a fracture aperture
of 100 μm, the relative error in oil recovery between
the fine-grid model and the upscaled-VFR model is
9.2% for a delay time of τ b = 3 × 106 s at the end
of the simulation. For a capillary-damping coefficient
of τ h = 1.8 × 1011 kg/(m s) (Fig. 6b), the relative
error in oil recovery between the fine-grid simula-
tion and the VFR model is 10.9% at the end of the
simulation. Figure 6a and b illustrate only qualitative
agreement between the fine-grid and upscaled-VFR
model, due to the complex non-equilibrium behavior.
Indeed, for τ h = 1.8 × 1011 kg/(m s) (Hassanizadeh),
the discrepancy between the fine-grid results and the
upscaled-VFR results is larger than for τ b = 3 × 106 s
(Barenblatt). Therefore, the numerical dispersion of
the upscaled-VFR model in which the non-equilibrium
effects are included for the same time and space dis-
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Fig. 6 Comparison between the upscaled model and the fine-
grid model in terms of the cumulative oil production as a function
of PV water injected for a qw = 1 PV/year, � = 2 m, delay time of
τb = 3 × 106 s, and b qw = 1 PV/year, � = 2 m, capillary-damping
coefficient of τh = 1.8 × 1011 kg/(m s)
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cretization is larger for higher non-equilibrium effects
than for lower non-equilibrium effects. The comparison
between the fine-grid results and upscaled-VFR results
demonstrates that the upscaled-VFR model can give

physically reasonable results, though some differences
between the upscaled-VFR model and the fine-grid
model can be observed. The upscaled-VFR model
contains 36,900 cells, which represents approximately

Fig. 7 Oil-saturation history at a t = 50 days, b t = 375 days, c t =
625 days, d t = 750 days, e t = 1,250 days, and f t = 2,000 days. The
reservoir has a length of 500 m in the x-direction, 200 m in the y-
direction and 30 m in the z-direction. The water injection rate is

0.1 PV/year and the lateral matrix-column size is 0.5 m. First, the
water occupies the bottom of the reservoir. Then, the water rises
in the fractures and in the columns. Due to gravity, the oil at the
top of the reservoir is not fully recovered
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a reduction factor of 73 relative to the fine-grid (dis-
crete fracture) model with 2,706,309 grid cells. For the
above-mentioned cases, the fine-grid model requires
about 14 days, while the upscaled-VFR model needs
approximately 10 h. Therefore, the speed up in this case
is roughly 34.

5.4 Oil-recovery mechanisms

Figure 7 shows the oil-saturation history after water in-
jection in the two NE corner columns, with production
in the top 1/3 of the two SW corner columns. The water
saturation first expands via the bottom of the reservoir.
In a reservoir that is strongly water-wet, the recovery
process in the water-invaded part of the reservoir is
a combination of water/oil gravity imbibition and wa-
ter/oil capillary imbibition.

We observe the following pattern in Fig. 7. First, the
water fills the fracture from the bottom because of its
higher density. Then, as soon as the water arrives at the
fracture/matrix interface, capillary imbibition occurs,
the water is invading the matrix column, and oil is pro-
duced from the matrix column. Thirdly, because of the
distortion of the capillary-gravity equilibrium, a mix-
ture of capillary imbibition and gravity imbibition will
occur. In other words, the oil–water capillary-transition
zone is moving inside the matrix ahead of the oil/water
contact in the fracture system. As a result, oil will leave
the matrix columns near the top of the columns and
water will enter the matrix columns from the bottom
(i.e., water/oil gravity imbibition). Therefore, water/oil
gravity imbibition is a co-current imbibition. That is
why initially, we see a red rim of oil around many
matrix columns in Fig. 7. As more and more water is
entering the matrix columns from the bottom via the
fracture, the oil saturation becomes less and less and
the rim in the fracture grid cells turns increasingly blue.
In general, the saturation patterns reflect the strong
disparity in capillary pressure between fracture and
matrix. Even at relatively high water saturations in the
matrix, the oil saturation may still remain high in the
surrounding fractures. The columns at the front corner
are only perforated at the top third of the reservoir (see
Fig. 3), from where the oil (and water) is produced.
Due to the production, these two columns are mainly
filled with water after 1,250 days. Indeed, we observe
in Fig. 7 that co-current (gravity) and counter-current
imbibition occur at the same time.

5.5 Effects of the non-equilibrium

The purpose of our simulations is to show for which
values of the capillary-damping coefficient or delay

times, non-equilibrium effects significantly influence
the production behavior of fractured reservoirs.

The non-equilibrium behavior changes the capillary-
pressure and relative-permeability behavior as ex-
plained earlier. In Barenblatt’s theory, the time to
reach equilibrium (delay time) is denoted by τ b , and in
Hassanizadeh’s theory, the characteristic parameter
that indicates the importance of the non-equilibrium
effects is the capillary-damping coefficient τ h. Figure 8a
shows the effect of the delay time on the cumula-
tive oil production for a water injection rate of qw =
0.1 PV/year and a lateral matrix-column size of � =
0.5 m. Here, we describe the oil-recovery ratio between
the non-zero delay-time cases and the zero delay-time
case. We observe in Fig. 8a that the delay time does
not influence oil recovery substantially. The reason is
that for low injection rates and thus low Peclet num-
bers (Fig. 8a, Pe ≈ 0.06), the residence time of water
in the fracture (i.e., 913 days) is much longer than
any reasonable delay time τ b . The residence time is
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Fig. 8 Effect of the delay time on the cumulative oil production
for a water injection rate qw = 0.1 PV/year and lateral matrix-
column size of � = 0.5 m, and b water injection rate of qw = 10
PV/year and lateral matrix-column size of � = 4 m
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the time at which the cumulative-oil-production curve
starts to deviate considerably from the initial straight
line, indicating significant water breakthrough. In this
case, the effect of the delay time is almost zero. On
the other hand, we observe from Fig. 8b that at high
Peclet numbers, the delay time affects oil production
significantly. Moreover, Fig. 8b reveals that significant
water breakthrough immediately occurs for the non-
zero delay-time cases. As a result, the recovery ratio
starts decreasing from the beginning until it reaches
its minimum value of 0.37, 0.16, and 0.06, respectively,
for τ b = 106, 3 × 106, and 107 s at t = 0.1 PV, the
time at which water breakthrough occurs for τ b = 0.
Subsequently, the recovery ratio increases and reaches
a value of 0.95, 0.80, and 0.45, respectively, for τ b =
106, 3 × 106, and 107 s at t = 1.83 PV. For high Peclet
numbers (Pe ≈ 300), the residence time of water in
the fractures is short, i.e., of the order of 0.1 PV or
3.65 days. In each of the non-zero delay-time cases
shown in Fig. 8b, the delay time is much longer than the
residence time and thus it influences the cumulative oil
production considerably, as expected.

Figure 9a and b describe the non-equilibrium
effects of Hassanizadeh’s theory (capillary-damping
coefficient) on the cumulative oil production for a
water injection rate of qw = 0.1 PV/year and a lat-
eral matrix-column size of � = 0.5 m, and for qw =
10 PV/year and � = 4 m, respectively. In the same
way as for the delay-time effects (Fig. 8a), Fig. 9a
shows that at low Peclet numbers (Pe ≈ 0.07), the
dynamic-capillary pressure for the considered range of
the capillary-damping coefficient (τ h) between 0 and
1011 kg/(m s) does not considerably influence the oil
recovery. However, Fig. 9b shows that the dynamic-
capillary pressure does have noticeable effects on oil
recovery and illustrates approximately the same behav-
ior of the non-equilibrium effect for Hassanizadeh’s
theory as for Barenblatt’s theory (Fig. 8b). Values of
τ h and τ b are comparable in Figs. 8b and 9b in the
linear approximation (see Eq. 6). As revealed in Fig. 9b,
the recovery ratio reaches a value of 0.82, 0.50, and
0.21 respectively for τ h = 6 × 1010, 1.8 × 1011, and
6 × 1011 kg/(m s) at t = 1.83 PV. Again, the reason
for having significant effects of the dynamic-capillary
pressure at high Peclet numbers is that the oil-recovery
mechanism in this regime is limited by the rate of
imbibition from the matrix system.

For intermediate Peclet numbers, we distinguish two
cases; one with small (� = 0.5 m) and one with large
lateral matrix-column size (� = 2 m). Figure 10a and b
show the effect of the delay time on the cumulative oil
production for a water injection rate of qw = 1 PV/year
and a lateral matrix-column size of � = 0.5 m and
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Fig. 9 Effect of the capillary-damping coefficient on the cumu-
lative oil production for a water injection rate qw = 0.1 PV/year
and lateral matrix-column size of � = 0.5 m, and b water injection
rate of qw = 10 PV/year and lateral matrix-column size of � = 4 m

� = 2 m, respectively. The size of the matrix columns
has an influence on the fracture spacing and hence the
global fracture permeability (see Eq. 16). Therefore,
this also has an effect on the gravity number (0.01
vs. 0.002). Moreover, the size of lateral matrix column
influences the Peclet number as well (0.3 vs. 1, see Eq.
36). We observe from Fig. 10a and b that the residence
time of water is about 0.25 PV (90 days) and 0.18 PV
(66 days), respectively. This is also reflected by the fact
that the Peclet number for the � = 0.5 m case (Pe ≈ 0.3)
is smaller than for the � = 2 m case (Pe ≈ 1). Figure 10a
and b reveal that the difference between the results for
τ b = 106 and 3 × 106 s is almost negligible, whereas for
the longest delay time (107 s), there is an appreciable
effect. For intermediate Peclet numbers, the residence
time of the fluids and the delay time are of the same
order of magnitude, meaning that for sufficiently long
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Fig. 10 Effect of the delay time on the cumulative oil production
at a water injection rate of qw = 1 PV/year, i.e., at intermediate
Peclet numbers, for a lateral matrix-column size of � = 0.5 m and
b lateral matrix-column size of � = 2 m

delay times (τ b = 107 s or 116 days), the behavior is
completely different from the behavior for short delay
times. As shown in Fig. 10a, the results for high gravity
numbers show a somewhat larger dependence on the
delay time than for small gravity numbers (Fig. 10b).

The general pattern observed in Fig. 10a and b reoc-
curs in Fig. 11a and b for the non-equilibrium effects of
Hassanizadeh’s theory.

To emphasize the effect of the delay time on the
displacement mechanism, we show the oil-saturation
profiles in Fig. 12a and b for a water injection rate of qw

= 1 PV/year without delay time and with a delay time
of τ b = 107 s at t = 50 days, respectively. Figure 12a,
for zero delay times, clearly illustrates that the water-
front is still far from the production well and water
penetrates more into the matrix columns nearby the
injection well, while Fig. 12b with τ b = 107 s describes
that water breakthrough has already occurred.
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Fig. 11 Effect of the capillary-damping coefficient on the cumu-
lative oil production at a water injection rate of qw = 1 PV/year,
i.e., at intermediate Peclet numbers, for a lateral matrix-column
size of � = 0.5 m and b lateral matrix-column size of � = 2 m

5.6 Comparison between Barenblatt’s
and Hassanizadeh’s approach

Figure 13a and b show a comparison of the cumulative
oil production between the non-equilibrium approach
by Barenblatt and the non-equilibrium approach by
Hassanizadeh for a water injection rate of qw =
1 PV/year and a lateral-matrix-column size of � = 0.5 m,
and for a water injection rate of qw = 10 PV/year and
a lateral-matrix-column size of � = 4 m, respectively.
Figure 13a and b present three pairs of cases. Note that
for each pair of this comparison, we use Eq. 6 to relate
the delay time (τ b ) of Barenblatt’s approach to the
capillary-damping coefficient (τ h) of Hassanizadeh’s
approach. Using the matrix-capillary-pressure function
shown in Fig. 5, the average capillary derivative (	) is
60 kPa. Figure 13a and b clearly reveal that for each pair
of the comparison, the cumulative oil production for
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Fig. 12 Oil saturation profiles for a water injection rate of qw =
1 PV/year and a lateral matrix-column size of � = 0.5 m at t =
50 days for Barenblatt’s delay time description a τb = 0 s and
b τb = 107 s

the non-equilibrium effects of Hassanizadeh is larger
than that for the non-equilibrium effects of Barenblatt.
Moreover, the discrepancy between Barenblatt’s and
Hassanizadeh’s approach for each pair shown in Fig. 13a
is smaller than that shown in Fig. 13b. The main reason is
that at a smaller lateral matrix-column size of � = 0.5 m
and a lower water injection rate qw = 1 PV/year (i.e.,
Fig. 13a), the corresponding Peclet number is smaller
than that for � = 4 m and qw = 10 PV/year (Fig. 13b).
As a result, for � = 0.5 m and qw = 1 PV/year, the
rate of imbibition is faster and the residence time of
fluids in the fracture system is longer. Therefore, the
non-equilibrium effects are less pronounced for � =
0.5 m and qw = 1 PV/year as illustrated in Fig. 13a.
As the Peclet number increases, the difference between
Barenblatt’s and Hassanizadeh’s approach would also
become larger.

Another reason for having discrepancies between
Barenblatt’s and Hassanizadeh’s approach is that the
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Fig. 13 Comparison of the cumulative oil production between
Barenblatt and Hassanizadeh’s theory. a For a water injection
rate of qw = 1 PV/year and a lateral matrix-column size of � =
0.5 m. b For a water injection rate of qw = 10 PV/year and a
lateral matrix-column size of � = 4 m. The correspondence of
the curves for τh = 6 × 1010 kg/(m s) and τb = 3 × 106 s is
coincidental. The same can be said about the curves for τh = 6
× 1011 kg/(m s) and τb = 3 × 107 s

non-equilibrium approach of Hassanizadeh does not
deal with relative permeabilities, whereas the non-
equilibrium theory of Barenblatt modifies relative per-
meabilities.

In general, the results shown in Fig. 13a and b indi-
cate the fact that the non-equilibrium theory of Has-
sanizadeh cannot be related to Barenblatt’s approach if
constant values of τ b and τ h are used. Even if varying
values of τ b and τ h were used, it is almost impossible
to obtain a relation between the delay time (τ b ) and
the capillary-damping coefficient (τ b ) to be able to get
quantitatively the same results; because (1) capillary
pressures are always non-linear functions and (2) the
non-equilibrium effects of relative permeabilities of
Barenblatt’s approach do not exist in Hassanizadeh’s
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theory. However, both approaches illustrate qualita-
tively the importance of the non-equilibrium effects in
terms of oil recovery from fractured reservoirs.

5.7 Laboratory experiments

The non-equilibrium effects have consequences for lab-
oratory experiments.

It can be argued that delay times are caused by non-
equilibrium effects on the micro-scale based on the fol-
lowing observations: measurements of contact angles
show that considerable equilibrium times are required
before an equilibrium contact angle is obtained [41].
In this case, the surface is in direct contact with the
relevant fluids. Moreover, in contact angle measure-
ments the surface is flat. Capillary measurements in oil–
water–solid systems show a positive capillary pressure
for a drainage curve, but often a negative pressure for
imbibition [34, 35]. This behavior, like in the contact-
angle measurements, can be attributed to the surface
replacement of the non-wetting phase by the wetting
phase.

Typical mechanisms are dissolution of the non-
wetting phase in the wetting phase and subsequent
diffusion. Such processes are known to be very time
consuming. In summary, the characteristic times are
very long, due to microscopic processes. The theories of
Barenblatt and Hassanizadeh can be considered as a con-
tinuum approach to describe these microscopic effects.

In the laboratory, a typical cylindrical core has a
length of 20 cm and a diameter of 10 cm. In addition, a
typical injection rate is 5 ml/min. To be able to calculate
the Peclet number, we need to estimate the capillary-
diffusion coefficient. We assume that the absolute per-
meability of the core is 1 mD. Moreover, we use the
matrix-relative-permeability functions that are plotted
in Fig. 5, and the average capillary derivative and the
average mobility factor [λoλw/(λo + λw)] for calculat-
ing Dcap. Note that the characteristic lengths (matrix
size) for the capillary diffusion and convection trans-
port (core length) in a laboratory core are the same.
Therefore, the definition for the Peclet number in Eq.
36 reduces to Pelab = UinjL/Dcap. For the laboratory
specifications mentioned above, the calculated Peclet
number would be Pelab = 1,768. Therefore, most of the
laboratory experiments are in the high-Peclet-number
regime. As a result, the non-equilibrium behavior has
a considerable effect on the rate of oil production.
Consequently, in the laboratory, samples with long
delay times and/or large capillary-damping coefficients
could be erroneously considered oil-wet. This would
have consequences for any remediative action [38, 39]
to enhance the imbibition rates.

5.8 Summary

The salient features of the upscaled-VFR model in-
cluding the non-equilibrium effects are summarized in
Fig. 14, where the cumulative oil production at 1 PV is
plotted versus the Peclet number (Pe) and the gravity
number (NG) for various delay times. At small gravity
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Fig. 14 Cumulative oil production at one PV injected water
a versus the gravity number (NG) and the Peclet number (Pe),
b projected on the cumulative oil production-Peclet plane, c pro-
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numbers and large Peclet numbers, the recovery is
low. The recovery at small gravity numbers is rather
insensitive to the Peclet number. As the gravity number
increases and the Peclet number decreases, the recov-
ery becomes much higher. It can be expected that here
counter-current imbibition is replaced by the much
more effective co-current gravity imbibition. Also, the
rate of imbibition from the matrix column becomes
larger compared to the rate of fluid transport in the
fracture system. In the absence of delay times, the
maximum recovery becomes higher than the recoveries
where delay times are relevant. At a critical value of
the gravity number–Peclet number, there is a sudden
decrease in oil recovery when delay times are ignored.
However, there is a smooth transition between the two
regimes, from small to large Peclet numbers. At high
Peclet numbers, the rate of oil production becomes
limited by imbibition and hence by the delay time.
One may speculate that the transition from where the
result is independent of the imbibition rate, due to long
residence times of fluids in the fracture, to the situation
at large Peclet numbers where it does become sensitive
to the imbibition rate is unstable. This feature requires
further study.

6 Conclusions

• We derive a physically based upscaled model in
which the non-equilibrium effects are included for
the VFR using homogenization.

• We develop a computationally efficient numerical
scheme to solve the upscaled-VFR model.

• At low Peclet numbers, the rate of capillary imbibi-
tion dominates over the convective transport in the
fracture. Therefore, the characteristic time of fluid-
flow exchange at the boundary between fracture
and matrix is short with respect to the residence
time of water in the fracture. Hence, the water cut
is small.

• At high Peclet numbers, the convective transport is
dominant over capillary imbibition and hence the
oil-recovery mechanism is controlled by the rate
of imbibition. Furthermore, the residence time of
water is much shorter than the characteristic time
of imbibition. As a result, less fluid-flow exchange
occurs for the same amount of injected water. Thus,
if we were in the high-Peclet-number regime, the
recovery would be low accordingly. Hence, the wa-
ter cut is large.

• The rate of capillary imbibition can also be reduced
due to non-equilibrium effects, which are described

by delay times τ b or capillary-damping coefficients
τ h. If the residence time of water in the fractured
reservoir is much longer than the delay time τ b ,
the delay time (non-equilibrium effects) does not
influence oil recovery qualitatively. Conversely, for
large Peclet numbers, the residence time of water
in the fractures is short and hence high values of τ b

and τ h significantly slow down the oil recovery due
to the non-equilibrium effects.

• In general, due to the non-linear nature of the
capillary-pressure function, it is not possible to
find a relation between the delay time τ b (Baren-
blatt) and the capillary-damping coefficient τ h

(Hassanizadeh) and consequently to make a direct
comparison between the two descriptions. Even
if the results between the description of Baren-
blatt and Hassanizadeh cannot be directly com-
pared, the qualitative behavior is the same and
both approaches show the possible importance of
taking into account non-equilibrium effects in the
capillary-pressure and relative-permeability behav-
ior.

• It is asserted that in partially water-wet systems, the
values of the delay time τ b can be long (of the order
of 100 days) because first an oil film must be re-
moved from the corrugated surface of the grains by
a combined dissolution/diffusion process. Corre-
spondingly, also the capillary-damping coefficient
τ h can be high.

• Experiments in the laboratory are expected to
be more sensitive to non-equilibrium capillary-
pressure effects as Peclet numbers are usually high.
The delay time τ b can easily exceed the experimen-
tation time.

In view of the transparent physical basis of homog-
enization, we assert that improved fracture modeling
can be achieved using the upscaled-VFR model. Based
on the comparison between the fine-grid model and
the upscaled-VFR model, the upscaled-VFR model is
capable to predict oil recovery adequately.
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Nomenclature

A Horizontal cross-section
B 3D domain
Dcap Capillary-diffusion

coefficient
F Nonlinear fracture function
F1,2 Fracture set
g Gravity acceleration
H Height of the reservoir
I Unit tensor
J Leverett J-function
k Permeability
kr Relative permeability
l Local scale (lateral matrix-

column size)
L Global scale/length of the

reservoir
M Nonlinear matrix function
n Unit normal vector
N Number of fracture grid cells
NG Gravity number
o Oil
P Pressure
Pc Capillary pressure
Pe Peclet number
PV Pore volume
q Any vector
Q 3D domain
qext Injection/production rate
qw Water injection rate
r Coordinate vector
r′ Vector of the cell center on

a horizontal cross-section
R Real numbers/radius
S Saturation
Sor Residual oil saturation
Sw,ir Irreducible water saturation
SU Small unit
t Time
u Velocity
u Velocity vector
w Water
W Width of the reservoir
x x-coordinate
y y-coordinate
z Vertical upward direction
Z 1D domain

Greek
α Phase (oil/water)
ε Scaling ratio

η Effective water saturation
λ Mobility
	 Constant coefficient
μ Viscosity
ξ Potential/saturation

indicator
ρ Density
σ Surface tension
τ b Delay time
τ h Capillary-damping

coefficient
ϕ Porosity
� Potential
� Horizontal cross-section

domain
ω Auxiliary function

Math Signs and Operator
| | Absolute value of volume
∼ Same order of magnitude
≈ Almost equal to
⊗ Dyadic tensor product
∪ The union of
∈ An element of
→ Vector sign
d Differential
∂π Partial differential with

respect to π

∂ Boundary of
∇ Del (gradient operator)
� Delta (difference operator)
∇. Divergence operator

Subscripts
b Global (big) index
D Dimensionless
f Fracture
inj Injection
lab Laboratory
m Matrix
o Oil phase
r Relative
R Reference
s Local (small) index
w Water phase
z z-coordinate (vertical

direction)
α Oil/water index
ζ Fracture/matrix index

Superscripts
b Barenblatt’s approach index
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dyn Dynamic
h Hassanizadeh’s approach

index
k kth iteration
n nth time level
stat Static
* Local (intrinsic) fracture

index
0 Initial guess
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